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Hotels in Florida have been
struggling to recover business
travel.

Report: Lack of business travel is
devastating for Florida hotel
industry
Sep 15, 2021, 2:01pm EDT

The return of leisure travel in 2021
wasn't enough for the Florida hotel
industry to fully recover from the
pandemic, according to a new report
released Wednesday.

Florida hotels should expect to lose a
total of $5.3 billion in business travel
revenue by the end of the year, the
American Hotel & Lodging
Association and Kalibri Labs found.
Compared to 2019, that amounts to a
decrease of 61%.

Business travel revenue is traditionally
hotels' largest source of income. Hotels in Westshore and near the
Tampa Convention Center are especially likely to be negatively
impacted by the Delta variant.

“While some industries have started rebounding from the
pandemic, this report is a sobering reminder that hotels and hotel
employees are still struggling,” Chip Rogers, president and CEO of
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AHLA, said in a release. “Business travel is critical to our industry’s
viability, especially in the fall and winter months when leisure travel
normally begins to decline."

However, Florida's 61% decrease in business travel revenue is
slightly better than the national average of 66.2%. Florida ranked
second in overall projected money lost with over $1 billion more in
projected losses than Texas, a state with 7.5 million more people.

Nationwide, AHLA predicted the hotel industry will lose $59 billion
in business travel revenue in 2021 — about $10 million more than
2020 losses. Leisure travel figures weren't provided.

The organization said the report is proof that the industry needs
federal help. Unlike airlines and restaurants, hotels have not
received direct financial aid.

"We continue to advocate for hotel relief so that our industry can
recover, support and employ our team members, and create those
wonderful guest experiences we are known for worldwide,” said
Carol Dover, president and CEO of the Florida Restaurant and
Lodging Association.
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